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AN APPROACH FOR MEASURING THE HUMAN GESTURE LEARNING ABILITY IN THIRD-PERSON VIEW VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT FOR MOTOR REHABILITATION I. INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION
Recently, various promising applications for human activities have been developed based on the third-person view virtual environment. Several well-known applications include computer games, simulation based training and learning and virtual psychotherapies [1] . In fact, by using the third-person view, in which the subject watches himself as a virtual human in the virtual environment, thus the subject can observe his own actions and interactions with the other characters and objects visually. Hence, not only the third-person view increases natural interaction within virtual environment but it also improves the sense of being together thereby enhancing the overall sense of shared presence in the environment [1] . In the application of motor rehabilitation, there has been an increasing number of papers dedicated to the approach of using a third-person view virtual environment. Effectively, the purpose of using a thirdperson view in motor rehabilitation application is to enhance the interaction between the patient and the virtual environment in which not only the patient can see the actions of another character (virtual professor) but also through a virtual human (virtual patient) the patient can watch the interaction between the virtual professor and the virtual patient [2] . In a general third-person view virtual environment for motor rehabilitation, the therapeutic learning process involves asking the patient to employ a sequence of physical actions with various scenarios presented by the virtual environment [3] . In this approach, an important issue is the measure of the ability of performing the therapeutic learning task of patient. In our work, the physical task of the patient is to demand the patient learning the human gestures which are guided by a virtual human in the virtual environment. Practically, the reference gesture of the virtual human is the gesture of healthy person which is captured by a motion capture device. In reality, the ideal gestures of a patient in physical rehabilitation tend to approach those gestures of a healthy person. Moreover, gesture in a virtual environment is equivalent to a muscular execution in the physical environment [4] [5] . Therefore, knowledge about the ability of the patient of learning a physical task compared to a healthy person (represented by a virtual human), could deduce the therapy progress for the patient. Actually, that ability of the patient is assessed by subjective observation of the therapist in general. Therefore, there is a strong need to develop a quantitative method to evaluate the ability of learning the human gesture of the patient.
Indeed, in this paper we employed a novel and quantitative approach to assess the ability of learning the human gesture of patient. Our work is studied under the assumption that the patient has undergone a process of motor rehabilitation by learning the human-gestures and now is about to evaluate the efficiency of this process. In practice, the human gestures in our work are classified according to their levels of complexity. Indeed, we constructed a human gesture from a set of six units of human gesture. The number of units in each gesture is used to define the level of complexity of this gesture. Our experiment is performed in a Cave Automatic Virtual Environment in which, the human gestures are represented by a virtual human. As a result, the learning task of the subject is to memorize those gestures and then to reproduce them. Thus the performance of execution of this learning task or the learning ability of patient is measured by the similarity between the virtual human gesture and that of the subject which is captured by an optical motion capture device. In practice, a combination of this performance and the complexity of the gesture is taken into account to evaluate the learning ability of the subject.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the overall configuration of our proposed gesture-based third-person view virtual environment for motor rehabilitation. In Section 3, we elaborate on our method to evaluate the human gesture leaning ability of patient which consists of choosing human skeleton representation, techniques to reduce gesture dimension and chosen distance function called Longest Common Sub-Sequence (LCSS) to measure the similarity between two gestures. Section 4 focuses on our experiments and results. The first experiment is carried out to analyze the performance of our proposed similarity measure which is based on the dimensionality reduction technique and the LCSS distance function. The second one is carried to analyze the result of the proposed approach to assess the learning the human gestures ability of the real subjects. We finish with the conclusion and further implications for future study In Section 5.
II. GESTURE-BASED THIRD-PERSON VIEW VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

FIGURE 1-THIRD-PERSON VIEW VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT FOR MOTOR REHABILITATION
The overall system of our approach is illustrated in Figure  1 . Our system uses an infra-red motion capture system (A.R.Tracking) and a Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE). Motion of patients is captured by using a set of markers and rendered by a virtual human on the screen. This animation is controlled based on the joint angle estimated from the position of markers attached to the user.
The technique in this work is based on the work of Cameron et al. [6] who proposed a closed form sequential solution enabling real-time estimation of the joint angle. This technique takes full advantages of the approximation that all markers on body segments are attached to a rigid body [7] . The simple scenario of our work is as follows. Firstly, the user is watching and learning a reference gesture realized by a virtual human. When the virtual human finishes his gesture, the user has to rememorize and immediately reproduce the gesture. This gesture of the user is animated simultaneously by a virtual human in mirror mode, so that the user can watch his own gesture through the virtual human. The learning ability is scored by measuring the geometric similarity between the reference gesture and the executed gesture of the user and the time correlation between temporal length of reference gesture and the duration the user reproduces the gesture. In fact, such rehabilitation generally involves the gesture of a single limb rather than the gesture of the entire body. Therefore, within the context of motor rehabilitation for upper limbs, our work is experimented with only the gesture of the upper limbs.
III. GESTURE EVALUATION METHOD
Gesture feature representation
To animate user gesture by a virtual human, we use a human skeleton model called H-ANIM 1.1 [8] which defines human body as a number of segments (such as the forearms, hands and feet) connected to each other by joints (such as elbows, wrists and ankles). Each joint in the body is represented by a joint node used to define the relationship of each body segment to its immediate parent. In terms of using the human skeleton model to evaluate the gesture with a view to reducing computational complexity, we consider using a gesture feature representation which deals with motion capture data. Figure 2 illustrates the upper human skeleton and segments separated to extract the gesture feature representation of our approach. The upper human skeleton model in this figure contains ten joints that are constructed as a tree diagram. Five bones are extracted as the objects to represent gesture feature, including four bones in the upper human limbs and a central bone that is connected by root and chest joints as a reference bone. Each bone is defined as a vector from the upper joint to the lower joint in the upper human skeleton. For every limb bone, the bone angle is defined as the angle between the limb bone and the central bone. 
Key frame extraction technique for motion capture data
The human gesture data represented by bone angle vectors above could be treated as a cluster of four trajectories curves in the bone angle space thus the problem of measuring the similarity between two human gestures hereafter becomes the problem to measure the similarity of four pairs of the trajectories curves, respectively. Due to the fact that the complexity of the current techniques to measure the similarity between two trajectories curves depends strongly on the dimension of both gestures. Therefore, we consider the technique to reduce the dimensions. Indeed, as opposed to the executed gesture of the user, reference gestures are the prepared data which is independent from the main process. Hence, applying the dimension reduction technique on those gestures doesn't impact on the performance of the system. In practice, we perform the dimension reduction technique in reference gestures as a database pre-processing step. Our dimension or key point reduction technique for motion capture data is based on the curve simplification algorithm defined by Lowe [9] that has the complexity in the order of O(n*N) in which, n is the original dimension of the curve and N is the its reduced dimension. The idea of this algorithm is as follows [10] [11] : initially, the trajectory curve will have two key points, one at the beginning and the other at the end. Then the point that produces the highest error value will be turned into a key point, and the algorithm will continue iteratively. Due to the fact that, in our work, two axis of the coordinate system for the time-series curves do not have the same property, while vertical axis is represented in the degree unit the horizontal one is represented in the frame number unit. Therefore instead of using the Euclidean distance of the point to a line as in the original version of Lowe technique, we utilize a distance measure of the length of the segment defined by the given point and the point lied in the line which has the same frame number value (orthogonal point). The ideal is illustrated in Figure 3 thus the modified technique to simplify the candidate curve is described as follows:
FIGURE 3 -AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE UTILIZED DISTANCE INSTEAD OF USING THE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE AS IN THE ORIGINAL VERSION OF THE LOWE TECHNIQUE
Step 1: Set the first and the last points as key points, creating 2 key points.
Step 2: Find the highest absolute distance point, which would have the distance called the error distance.
Step 3: If the error distance is lower than a specified threshold σ , stop further subdividing this interval. Otherwise, create a new key point at the point with the highest error distance.
Step 4: Sub-divide the current state into two smaller segments, a segment between the beginning key point and the newly created middle key point, and another segment between the middle key point and the ending key point. Assume that the new segments now have only 2 key points and restart the algorithm from step 2 for both segments. Figure 4 shows the modified algorithm to simplify the curve step by step. Notice that, though we describe the dimensionality reduction technique for the separated planar curve, in practice we perform the technique simultaneously for the cluster of four curves of the gesture. Hence, a frame is chosen as long as a keyframe on condition that there is at least one point of the frame is the key point.
Distance function to evaluate the gestures
Our chosen distance function to evaluate the gestures is based on constrained Longest Common Sub-Sequence (cLCSS) technique which is widely used to solve the time-series data matching problem. Therefore, we review the related works for time-series data matching techniques to explain why we choose the cLCSS in our system. Time-series data matching is a part of data mining in a very large database (VLDB) domain. To solve the time-series data matching problem, there are many proposed methods classified into two main approaches: Model-based approach such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [17] , Neural Network (NN) [18] , and Distance function-based approach, which is differentiated into two sub-approaches, in which the first one is called the Metric functions such as Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance or Normal distance [19] and the second one is called the Non-metric functions such as constrained Dynamic Time Wrapping (cDTW) [12] , cLCSS [15] , Edit distance with Real Penalty (ERP) [20] , Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR) [21] , Spatial Assembling Distance (SpADe) [22] , etc. In that domain, the experimental results of Keogh et al., 2002 [12] have to be mentioned. Keogh et al. showed that the performance of later is much better than that of the first one, for both criteria of accuracy and computational cost. Moreover, the work of Ding et al. [13] performed a comparison of the major techniques of distance function-based approach by testing their effectiveness on 38 time series data set from a wide variety of application domains. Experimental results obtained show that in over a dozen of distance measures of similarity among time series data in the literature, cLCSS [14] [15] and cDTW [12] are slightly better than the others from accuracy point of view. Moreover, on large data set, computation cost of cLCSS and cDTW is very close to Euclidean distance algorithm.
Actually, cLCSS and cDTW are the most popular techniques used in time-series data matching application. However, in our case, we work with motion capture (MoCap) data which are a type of time-series data. MoCap data are captured by recording the positions of the markers during the motion. Unlike other types of time-series data (stock, weather, etc), MoCap data usually have many outliers and noises mainly due to sensor failures, disturbance signals or errors in detection technique. By their characteristics, MoCap data consist of different sampling rates of tracking and recording devices combined with different speeds of moving objects. Therefore, we would like to use a distance function that can address the following issues [14] : different sampling rates or different speed, different data length, capability of ignoring the outliers and robustness to noise. Practically, cDTW technique performs on all items of a MoCap data sequence so cDTW is not capable of ignoring outliers. Furthermore, this technique is sensitive to noise. On the contrary, cLCSS technique has already been applied to address these problems [16] . Effectively, some others works have shown that cLCSS is more robust and appropriate when comparing distance measure for MoCap data than cDTW [17] . The standard of cLCSS [8] over two multi-dimensional time-series gestures Q (reference gesture) and C (executed gesture of user) with dimensional length of n and m, respectively, is defined recursively as follows: [14] . The final similarity between two time-series gesture is defined as:
In practice, the dimension of reference gesture and that of gesture executed by subject aren't recorded in the same frequency because of the latency. Hence, before applying the dimensionality reduction technique and the LCSS algorithm, we perform a uniform frequency technique to ensure that the dimensional length of executed gesture (C) is equal to the one of reference gesture (Q) thus the value m is equal to n. In addition, because cLCSS algorithm carries only the geometric similarity between two gestures, we define another measure which gives the executed time similarity between them. This similarity bases on the elapsed time of two gestures. Given T Q and T C are the elapsed times of gesture Q and C, respectively. The executed time similarity between two gestures Q and C is defined simply as follows:
Hence the final similarity between reference gesture and executed gesture of subject is defined as:
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we describe the experiments carried out to analyze the result of our proposed method to measure the human gesture learning ability of the subjects. In fact, our method is based on the the curve simplification to reduce the computational cost and the cLCSS algorithm to measure the similarity between two motions. Hence, we consider validating the effectiveness of the dimensionality reduction as well as the performance of the cLCSS on the dimensionality reduction human motion data. The experiments are divided by two parts. The first one is carried out to analyze the performance of the dimensionality reduction technique and the validity of the similarity measure based on cLCSS. The second one is executed to analyze the result of our proposed method to measure the human gesture learning ability of the real subjects.
Dimensionality reduction effectiveness and the validity of LCSS to the human gesture data 4.1.1 Performance of the dimensionality reduction technique
To analyze the performance of the dimensionality reduction technique based on the curve simplification, we define a pruning scale P which is described as follows: The human motion dataset for the experiment is gathered from "The MocapClub.com" [23] with various kinds of human motion activities such as the walking, running, dancing, kung-fu and etc which are recorded in the frequency of 60Hz with more than 42 markers attached on the human body. Due to the proposed approach of the human motion representation, we extracted from the original dataset the 3D position of 8 joints of the kinematic chain model as described in Figure 2 . Thus, we transformed them to the bone angle space and reorganized them so that each human motion is described by 4 curves of the bone angle. The obtained dataset differed significantly in size and length. In order to produce meaningful results, we reorganized obtained dataset in the bone space. We derived six sets of data, each containing 270 human motion sequences, with variable lengths of 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024, respectively. Short sequences were gathered by using a scale factor of the length of original data and the desired lengths of extracted data while long sequences were produced by concatenating original sequences.
Validate the cLCSS to measure the similarity of the dimensionality reduction gestures
In order to validate the performance of the cLCSS measuring the similarity of the dimensionality reduction gestures, a random pairs of human gestures was chosen from the dataset. We carried out 50 trials of the longest dimension human gestures. We occupied the measured similarity in percentage and the executed time of each pair for analyzing. The results of both the analysis are described as below in the next part.
Results
The performance of the dimensionality reduction technique based on the curve simplification Figure 5 illustrates the performance of the curve simplification P 1 due to the length of the human motion when we carry out the technique for the gathered dataset. As shown in the figure, the performance of the reducing the dimension of the curves increased with the length of the data suggesting. In practice, to choose the specified threhold σ we recall the work of Baek et al. [2] which developed experiment to choose the threshold for the human joint of the kinematic chain model. From this work, the suggested error interval for human joint is (10 0 ,20 0 ) thus we choose the specified threshold 0 10 = σ as the smallest value as possible which is illustrated as the green curve in Figure 5 . 
The validity of the lcss to measure the similarity of the dimensionality reduction gestures
In order to validate the effectiveness of LCSS technique in terms of the reduced dataset, we consider in two aspects, the similarity measure deviation and the executed time deviation between the performing LCSS on the original gestures and the reduced gestures. Figure 6 describes the similarity curves obtained when we carried out 50 random trials of LCSS technique to the original gesture (blue curve) and reduced gestures (curve). As shown in the figure, the similarity deviations of the reduced gestures from the original gestures are inconsiderable. Indeed, the mean of the similarity deviation is 0.3 ÷ 3.3 (%) which means, thought we performed the dimensionality reduction technique, the similarity of the reduced gestures is very slightly changing in comparison with the original gestures. On the contrary, the difference of the executed time between them is meaningful as shown in Figure   7 . In fact, the executed time is consistently reduced and the difference is considerable, in which the average of the executed time for original gestures is 220÷16 (ms) while that of the reduced time is only 30 ÷ 57 (ms). 
Human gesture learning ability measurement
In this part, we describe our experiment to analyze the result of our proposed method to the real subjects. The experiment is executed in the Cave Automatic Virtual Environment.
Database organization
As we described above, our data test gestures are constructed from six gesture-units which are represented in the figures as follows. From those six of gesture-units, we construct twenty-one human reference gestures according to six levels of gesture so that the reference gesture of ith level is the combination of i different gesture-units. Moreover, level 1 has 6 reference gestures samples and the others levels (from 2 to 6) have 3 reference gesture samples. In fact, 6 reference gesture samples of level 1 are also the 6 gesture-units, requiring us to validate the normalization of the gesture-units due to the performance learning of users. This explains why level 1 has 6 gestures while the others have only 3 samples.
Procedure
In practice, each subject executes 21 trials of human gestures. The procedure of experiment is performed as follows: the human avatar renders a reference gesture and mission of subject is seeing and memorizing this gesture. When the virtual human gesture finishes, the subject tries to reproduce this gesture to obtain the most similarity in terms of both geometry and executed time of gesture. Besides, this subject gesture is animated by the human avatar. The similarity between reference gesture (rendered by the virtual human) and the reproduced gesture of the subject (animated by the virtual human also) is measured as soon as the subject finishes his gesture. 4 The mean values 1 P of eight subjects are shown in Table 1 .
In the table, we can see that the standard deviations of 1 P for eight subjects are fewer than 5%. Therefore, the normalization of six gesture units is efficient, thus complicated gestures constructed by those gesture-units are reliable. In Figure 14 , we show the mean value curves for eight subjects. Eight curves illustrate the mean value at 6 levels of the human gesture complexity. We can see that all curves tend to decrease due to the increasing of the human gestures complexity. This means that more complicated human gestures are more difficult to execute. As described above, to assess the level of the human gesture learning ability of the subject, we defined a threshold θ and thus the gestures learning ability of the subject is measured by comparing the threshold θ with the performance of reproducing the human gesture of the subjects. We show in Table 2 the level of the ability (LoA) of learning the human gesture of subjects corresponding to the variety of the thresholdθ .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to measure the ability of learning human gestures in the thirdperson view virtual environment for motor rehabilitation. The valid assessment is based on the function distance to measure the similarity of the gestures which are simplified the dimension for reducing the computational cost. The results obtained with healthy subjects prove to be reliable and would be applied to rehabilitated subjects in motor rehabilitation.
